
Memorandum 
City of Lawrence  
Planning & Development Services 
 
TO: Electrical Code Board of Appeals 

 
FROM: Adrian Jones, Ex-Officio, Senior Plan Examiner  Development Services 

 
C: 
 

Barry Walthall, Building Codes Manager, 
Kurt Schroeder, Asst. Director of Planning & Development, Development 
Services 
 

Date: March 28, 2017 
 

RE: Electrical Code Board of Appeals Recommendation of Amendment 
Request 

 
David Everhart, engineer with Latimer Sommer & Associates, has proposed an 
amendment to City Code Section 5-417. Currently, City Code Section 5-417 amends 
2014 National Electrical Code (NEC) Article 334.12, Uses Not Permitted for Types NM, 
NMC and NMS cable, to disallow such cables in any dwelling or structure exceeding 
three (3) stories. Mr. Everhart has proposed removing the restriction on use of type NM, 
NMC and NMS cable in residential occupancies and dwellings or structures exceeding 
three (3) stories. Mr. Everhart has also proposed an amendment to City Code Section 5-
406. Currently, City Code Section 5-406 amends 2014 NEC Article 210.12, Arc-Fault 
Circuit-Interrupter Protection. Mr. Everhart has proposed removal of the local 
amendment requiring AFCI protection only for bedrooms of dwelling units.  
 
The 2014 National Electrical Code was formally adopted on March 4, 2016, with an 
effective date of July 1, 2016, to regulate the design and installation of electrical wiring 
and systems within the City of Lawrence.  Article 334.12(A) was amended to restrict the 
use of type NM, NMC and NMS cable in any dwelling or structure exceeding three (3) 
stories.   

 
An amendment to restrict the use of NM, NMC and NMS cable was first introduced into 
the City Code upon adoption of the 1999 NEC on June 20, 2000. The 1999 NEC did not 
permit the use of Type NM cable in dwellings or structures over three stories. The code 
was amended to add an additional restriction to use in only Group R residential 
occupancies. The intent of the amendment was to provide additional protection for the 
downtown fire district and to improve safety and reliability of electrical systems.   
 
The restriction on the use on NM cable in structures exceeding three (3) stories was 
deleted from the 2002 NEC. However, the Electrical Code Board of Appeals (ECBA) 
chose to amend Article 334 to retain the restriction on use of NM, NMC and NMS cable 
in dwellings or structures exceeding three (3) stories. This local amendment was carried 
forward in subsequent adoptions of the 2005 NEC, 2008 NEC, 2011 NEC and the 
currently adopted 2014 NEC.   
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Arc fault circuit interrupters (AFCIs) were first introduced in the 1999 NEC code cycle. In 
the 1999 NEC, AFCIs were only required for bedroom circuits.  The adopted 2005 NEC 
amended Article 210.12 (B) by deleting the option for metallic sheath cable as a wiring 
method (the ECBA felt that metallic cable did not offer adequate protection).    
 
The 2008 NEC required AFCI protection throughout dwelling units (not just for bedroom 
circuits). However, the 2008 NEC, 2011 NEC and 2014 NEC were all amended to require 
AFCI protection for bedrooms circuits only (primarily due to concerns regarding  AFCI 
reliability and nuisance tripping)  
 
Building Safety Division Staff supports the request by Mr. Everhart for a code 
modification to City Code Section 5-417. It is the opinion of Staff that added protection 
offered by increased use of fire sprinkler and alarm systems, together with expanded 
fire resistant construction methods required since the 1999 NEC code cycle, offer 
adequate protection in Group R-1 and Group R-2 residential structures and structures 
over three (3) stories.   
 
Building Safety Division Staff also supports the request to modify City Code Section 5-
406. AFCI devices have been included in the NEC since first introduced in the 1999 NEC. 
The improved reliability of the devices, work by appliance manufacturers to make 
appliances more compatible with AFCI devices and increased knowledge of installation 
practices and wiring methods by electrical contractors have greatly reduced tripping 
occurrences. Empirical data indicates that increased ACFI protection in dwellings will 
help reduce many known and potential causes for fire.     
 
 
Attachments: 

1. Code Modification request from David Everhart 
2. ECBA minutes for February 1, 2006 meeting discussion of 2008 NEC AFCI 

amendment 
3. ECBA minutes for May 7, 2008 meeting discussion of 2008 NEC AFCI amendment 
4. ECBA minutes for May 6, 2009 meeting discussion of 2008 NEC AFCI amendment 
5. ECBA minutes for June 3, 2009 meeting discussion of 2008 NEC AFCI 

amendment 
6. ECBA minutes for April 11, 2012 meeting discussion of 2011 NEC AFCI 

amendment 
7. ECBA minutes for April 30, 2015 meeting discussion of 2014 NEC AFCI 

amendment 
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City of Lawrence 
Board of Electrical Examiners and Appeals 
February 1, 2006 minutes 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT:  Daniel Beebe, Jeff Hardie, Russell Brickell, and Larry 

Frost 
   
MEMBERS ABSENT:  Dan Wilkus, Moncef Hadiji, and Jeff Oliver 
   
STAFF PRESENT:  Phil Burke 
 
PUBLIC PRESENT: 

  
None present 

 
 
Chairman Frost called the meeting to order at 6:13 pm. 
 
New Board Member Daniel Beebe was introduced and welcomed by all Members in 
attendance. 
 
Minutes 
The minutes of the November 2, 2005 meeting had been mailed to all members.  All 
members present had viewed the minutes prior to the meeting.  Brickell made a 
motion to accept the minutes and Beebe seconded the motion, the motion 
passed unanimously.  
 
Correspondence 
A letter from Mayor Highberger appointing Mr. Beebe to the Board had been received. A 
copy of an email sent by Patrick Shepard to Mayor Highberger announcing his 
resignation from the Board due to scheduling conflicts had also been received. 
 
 
Unfinished Business 
Staff read the items that were tabled from last meeting and it was decided to proceed in 
chronological order. 
 
Hardie asked about some others listed in the minutes, but Frost stated those had been 
resolved. 
 
Frost stated if anyone had something new, we could also discuss those items. 
 
210.12(B) had been pulled for further discussion by Chairman Frost.    
 
Staff mentioned that from the information presented to him during a recent IAEI 
seminar that the change allows the protection without the necessity of a service change. 
 
Frost questioned if this would change anything with regards to old bedrooms where no 
wiring changes would be made. 



Staff stated that at the present time a service change or upgrade would not require 
anyone to upgrade the branch circuit protection to AFCI’s for the bedroom circuits.  The 
requirement only applied to the extension of the bedroom circuit or rewiring of the 
existing bedroom.  After January 1st. 2002 AFCI protection has always been applied to 
newly constructed bedrooms such as those that are part of an addition.  
 
Hardie asked if we were basically talking about the exception. 
 
Beebe answered that it was part of the exception.  Beebe mentioned that he had done 
an extensive search on the internet and had found no such device.   
 
Frost stated that he would like to see the metallic cable part struck from the exception.  
He feels that cable with a metallic sheath does not offer much more protection than 
romex would. 
 
Hardie stated that mc cable could be smashed, but was concerned that without some 
flexibility, it would be difficult to install in a closed wall if that was necessary. 
 
Beebe added that fishing wouldn’t be an issue given the limited length of conductors to 
6 feet; most installations would be in close proximity to the panel.  
 
Frost said he wouldn’t have an issue with flexible metal conduit, which would still allow 
some flexibility and provide a greater degree of protection.   
 
Beebe added that a staple improperly driven in the first six feet wouldn’t be picked up 
by the downstream AFCI device.   
 
Frost added this is where fires originate.  
 
Frost made a motion to place a period after metal raceway and strike “or a 
cable with a metallic sheath”. The motion was seconded by Brickell and 
passed unanimously.  
 
Frost asked what the date of January 1, 2008 was about in that section. 
 
Staff stated that all AFCI’s will need to be of a combination type by that time.  They are 
capable of sensing parallel and series arcing events.  Currently the ones on the market 
sense parallel arcing events.  
 
225.17 was brought up for discussion in regards to providing the same requirements for 
through the roof support of service drops and applying that too outside feeder and 
branch circuits. 
 
Beebe stated that the drop is subject to the same dead load as service drops and should 
be constructed to handle whatever “Mother nature” may impose upon it. 
 
Some discussion regarding the reference to the service article that had already been 
amended may cover the situation. 



Frost questioned whether or not 225.17 could be removed and that would refer them 
back to the already amended article for through the roof applications. After some further 
review Frost added that the two articles are almost word for word and we could amend 
225.17 to mimic the amendment to 230.28.   
 
 
Frost made a motion to rewrite 225.17 to include the exact language used in 
the amendment to 230.28.  This would allow someone to look in the outside branch 
or feeder section and find the requirements for that application.  The motion was 
seconded by Beebe and passed unanimously.   
 
Staff stated the next tabled issue was 250.50 that dealt with concrete encased 
electrodes.  The only change was the word “available” had been changed to “present”.  
If it remains as written this would require even new residential sites to provide a 
connection to the rebar system as it would be present on site during construction. 
 
Beebe asked which electrode could be removed, since the rebar could serve as the 
supplemental electrode required for the water service. 
 
Staff stated it would not be necessary to drive a ground rod if the rebar was used as a 
supplemental electrode.  It was not known if a rod would still be necessary to meet 
Westar requirements.   
 
Hardie questioned whether or not it was a good idea to possibly impose a lighting strike 
onto the rebar system within a slab on grade structure. 
 
Beebe countered with the explanation that the weight of the house being in contact with 
the earth and the surge or strike would be dissipated over a much greater area than 
with a ground rod.   
 
Frost commented that the greater area lessens the ohm value of the system and with 
rods not being tested it is unknown at what ohm value they may be.   
 
Beebe questioned how it would be enforced. 
 
Staff responded that footing inspections are performed and it would have to become 
part of that inspection.   
 
Hardie asked if a 20 foot ground ring would be needed. 
 
Staff responded a #4 awg copper connected to at least 20 feet of rebar contained in the 
lowest point of the footing or rebar properly tied together to create at least 20 feet 
would meet the requirement.  It can also be met by placing 20 feet of #4 awg copper in 
contact with the bottom of the footing. The logistics of making the connection could 
present a challenge to someone; most likely the Electrical Contractor wouldn’t be the 
one making the connection.   
 



Beebe added that based on his information it was simply the best system for grounding.  
He knew that a typical ground rod clamp was rated for direct burial, but didn’t know if 
that would be sufficient for connecting to rebar. 
 
Staff envisioned the use of the standard rebar clamp used to bond the swimming pool 
walls and decks.  This clamp provides the necessary separation of the dissimilar metals 
and is rated for concrete encasement.  Prior to the new change and exception some 
jurisdictions were requiring that the concrete be removed to allow connection to the 
rebar, it was not the intention of the Code making panel to have this done, but some 
places were requiring it.   
 
Hardie stated that we are saying it is a new structure electrically and existing structures 
would remain exempt.   
 
Frost commented that location of the free end of this conductor could present some 
problems.  In most cases the location of the electrical service won’t be known until the 
rough in stage of construction.  He thought if it could be located as close to possible to 
the water entry it could be bonded within 5 feet of the entry and allow a single GEC to 
run from the water service back to the service.  On slab construction it shouldn’t pose 
any issues to bring it up where the water service comes up.   
 
Members concurred that the superiority of the system will outweigh the grumbling that 
will be associated with requirement.   
 
Frost had heard that Johnson County was going to retain the amendment, so it would 
be a requirement there.   
 
Staff had heard the same thing throughout the Kansas City area at a recent IAEI Mo-
Kan Chapter meeting.  
 
Beebe stated if he wanted to drive a rod and include it into the system he always can.  
He liked the assurance the rod provided knowing he was the installer of it and 
connected it into the system himself. 
 
Frost didn’t see much difference from the concrete guy installing this than the pool guy 
putting in that bonding connection.  Frost said he is up to the challenge of what ever 
discussions this might cause for the Board.   
 
Beebe reiterated the superiority of the system and that alone would far out weigh any 
complaints the Board might receive.  It is difficult for the installer to tell what his ground 
rod goes into; Beebe has had instances where it went into a sewer without his 
knowledge.   
 
Frost stated it might prevent some instances he has seen where lightning has struck an 
apartment building and taken out all the electric appliances.  Who is to say a system 
such as this wouldn’t have prevented that.  Frost added that some problems may be 
encountered with the connection of the cable and telephone systems, they typically 
connected to the ground rod.   



 
Beebe made a motion to leave 250.50 as written in the 2005 NEC.  Brickell 
seconded and motion passed unanimously.  
 
Update on Code Change Seminar was to hope for better luck next time. 
 
Frost questioned Members to see anyone had any other sections to bring up.  Frost 
suggested that one more sweep be made through the Changes Book to catch any 
missed items.  Frost asked if a list of amendments had been made yet. 
 
Staff suggested that he create a draft document prior to the next meeting for the Board 
to view.  Staff will distribute public input documents to the local supply houses.   
 
Hardie asked if any public entity may have an interest in viewing these changes or 
would be affected by them.  Hardie was concerned that some “sleeper” issue might 
emerge and cause some hardship.  
 
Frost stated all meetings are open to the public.   
 
Brickell loaned his Change book to Beebe so he could complete a sweep.  Brickell works 
in the same office as the Staff Liaison, so he has access to a book when necessary.  
 
A motion to adjourn was made by Frost and seconded by Beebe.  Motion 
passed unanimously and meeting was adjourned at 7:07 pm.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Phil Burke 
Secretary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 



City of Lawrence 
Board of Electrical Appeals, Regular Meeting 
May 7th. 2008 minutes 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT:  Russell Brickell, Daniel Beebe and Larry Frost  

 
MEMBERS ABSENT: 
 

  BJ LaBounty and Tim Kaufman 
(Board currently has two vacancies) 

   
STAFF PRESENT:  Phil Burke  
 
PUBLIC PRESENT: 

  
None present 

   
 
Chairman Frost called the meeting to order at 6:07 pm.     
 
Minutes 
The minutes of the April 2nd, 2008 meeting had been emailed to all members. Frost 
made a motion to accept the minutes Brickell seconded the motion, the 
motion passed unanimously.  
 
Correspondence 
The two vacancies are still open at this time. Staff had received copies of two letters 
that were sent to Jeff Hardie and Jeff Oliver in appreciation of their service to the Board. 
Staff had not contacted the City Manager’s office prior to the meeting to see if anyone 
had expressed an interest in serving.  
 
Staff made note of the recent adoption of the 2008 NEC by the City of Topeka.  He had 
contacted their office to see if any amendments had been placed into the body of the 
code.  Staff was emailed a copy of the amendments which only involved the change 
requested by Westar.   
 
Beebe asked which version presented by Westar did they elect to include.   
 
Staff responded it was the statement provided by Westar’s legal department, they didn’t 
elect to just change the two words.  
 
Frost commented he was surprised they had already adopted it.  
 
Unfinished Business 
None 
 
New Business 
Frost said our main business appears to be the continued review of the 2008 NEC, he 
asked Brickell where they had left off from last meeting. 
 



Brickell responded they had dealt with all the current amendments and were discussing 
items of interest from the changes book.   
 
Frost asked if they had made it all the way through the comparison document. 
 
Beebe responded the only item of interest from that discussion was the absorption of 
one of the amendments the Board made regarding branch AFCI protection and the type 
of conduit or cabling that could feed those.  Beebe thought the list would stand as long 
as Frost had no objections. 
 
Staff stated the minutes reflected the approval of the transfer of the current 
amendments into the 2008 draft, minus the one that was encompassed by the 2008 
NEC.   
 
Frost queried the Board on where they preferred to begin, at the front of the change 
book or the front of the 2008 NEC. 
 
Brickell responded he thought it best to use the change book as a guideline. 
 
Beebe has been researching the time required for GFCI protection to reach the five basic 
areas in dwellings that they are now required. He stated it required 18 years to achieve 
the current requirements.  Beebe considers the AFCI requirements to be on a much 
faster track than that and is wondering why it is moving so quickly.   
 
Staff was unsure if the code making panels believe in the AFCI technology that much or 
if there is a desire by communities to have this protection in place sooner.  
 
Beebe has read some articles that always seem to refer to the AFCI’s and their effects 
on older homes.  He wonders how their presence in new housing is going to do anything 
for the homes that are over 50 years old, which according to one article, makes up 50% 
of the housing available.  Beebe recently had a service call related to an AFCI tripping 
where a staple had been driven too tight at the time of installation and over time had 
cut into the cable.  This type of low level fault could have gone undetected for some 
time on a standard breaker.   
 
Brickell stated a lot of their (Fire Department) problems are with older homes.  He 
added that providing the protection now will improve safety of the newer homes going 
forward.   
 
Frost mentioned that many jurisdictions are slow to adopt the newer codes and in some 
communities they may not implement a newer code for six to eight years.  Frost added 
while he’s not sold on AFCI’s he has seen them provide the protection stated by 
manufacturers.  
 
Brickell commented on the NEC code process and added that changes are a slow 
process.  The proposal for this may have been presented a long time ago.  
 



Staff added the majority of issues with the 2008 will be the additional requirements 
imposed on the home building community.  This code has hit the residential side of 
things more extensively and he wouldn’t be surprised to see an influx of concerns from 
the affected parties.  
 
Beebe stated that cost should not be a factor.  He is concerned about making sure a 
house functions properly without all the safety factors continually nuisance tripping and 
creating problems for all concerned.  As an electrician he just knows he needs the parts 
and doesn’t concern himself with the cost.  He furthered his comment to the materials 
he has read recently and they all focus on older homes.  Although he doesn’t like the 
requirement, the county often requires the use of AFCI’s on panel change outs in older 
homes where possible.   
 
Staff commented that it may be difficult to protect all the code required circuits on a 
panel change out without some additional wiring corrections.  It may be difficult to sell a 
property owner or homeowner on the additional work required to correct a bedroom 
circuit that initially trips the AFCI.  
 
Staff added that he has consulted with Westar regarding the inter-system bonding 
termination point.  He had met with the local representatives and they thought this 
might need to be handled by the standards staff in Wichita or may be under their review 
currently.  The local representatives thought this may be something that might be part 
of the meter base at some time and made available by them. 
 
Beebe stated that has been a concern of his, regarding who would be responsible for 
making sure a working connection is available to the low voltage installers.  
 
Frost responded they would be relying solely on the neutral connection to the meter 
base on that type of installation.   
 
Beebe stated that with the concrete encased electrodes and PVC conduits, the number 
of places to get a good bond is disappearing.  
 
Frost’s concern would be if Westar would lose their neutral and what might happen to 
the low voltage equipment then.   
 
Beebe added that Westar may not want that liability.  
 
Staff stated that Westar mentioned some issues they have had with the low voltage 
equipment being energized by line voltage through some type of malfunction. 
 
The Board briefly discussed the merits of 200.2(B) 
 
The Board discussed the implications of 210.4.  The Board highlighted the cost increase 
of sharing a neutral requiring a two pole breaker and or a three pole breaker in the 
instance of a three phase circuit.  The final electrical inspection would need to have the 
panel cover removed to check for the grouping and the correct breakers. The grouping 
may limit the accidental opening of a shared neutral. It may change the way some 



commercial occupancies are circuited.  It was noted the two pictures are different one 
showing the proper type breakers and the other picture showing the improper breakers, 
possibly a mistake.  The group consensus was to reflect on this change further.  
 
The Board discussed the implications of 210.8 (A).  The previous edition of the Code had 
some exceptions to the required GFCI protection.  It was brought out that most people 
will use whatever receptacle outlet is available and this protection may be warranted. 
The group consensus was to reflect on this change further.  
 
The Board will reflect further on 210.12(B) on the new arc-fault requirements.  
 
The Board discussed implications of 210.52(E) (3).  A motion was made by Frost to 
strike the exception to 210.52(E) (3) to allow balconies, decks, or porches 
under 20 square feet to not have the receptacle required by 210.52(E) (3), 
seconded by Beebe, motion passed unanimously.    
 
The Board discussed further 210.8 (A) (2) & (A) (5) and the exceptions removed.  Many 
times the garage door opener receptacle is used for appliances.  The Board discussed 
the safety that may be achieved through leaving it as written.  The sump pump may be 
able to be resolved through our current amendment to have them on individual circuits.  
Some newer garage door openers have built in battery back up, so the possibility of a 
nuisance trip wouldn’t create much of an issue. The Board agreed to begin at 210.60 at 
the next meeting. 
 
Adjournment 
Frost made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Beebe; motion passed 
unanimously and the meeting was adjourned at 7:09 pm.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Phil Burke 
Secretary 



City of Lawrence 
Board of Electrical Appeals, Regular Meeting 
May 6th. 2009 minutes 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT:   Mel Lisher, Tom Cox, Daniel Beebe, Tim Kaufman and 

Verlon Myers 
 

MEMBERS ABSENT: 
 

 BJ LaBounty and Russell Brickell 

   
STAFF PRESENT:  Phil Burke 
 
PUBLIC PRESENT: 

  
Eric Shrock, Frank Rhodes, Mary Smith, Chad Smith, 
Bobbie Flory, Lee Queen, and Rod Laing 

   
 
A quorum had been established and the meeting came to order at 6:02 pm.    Beebe 
made a motion to retain Russell Brickell as Co-chairman, Cox seconded the 
motion; the motion passed unanimously.  
 
Nominations from the floor for chairman were Beebe.  Nominations ceased and a 
motion was made by Cox to elect Beebe as Chairman, Lisher seconded the 
motion; the motion passed unanimously.   
 
Newly elected Chairman Beebe commanded the agenda from this point.  He took this 
opportunity to welcome newly appointed member of the Board, Verlon Myers.  
 
Minutes 
The minutes of the March 4th, 2009 meeting had been provided to all members.  Beebe 
made a motion to accept the minutes, Cox seconded the motion; the motion 
passed unanimously.  
 
Correspondence 
The only letter was the Mayor’s notification of appointment of Verlon Myers and re-
appointment of Daniel Beebe.  
 
Unfinished Business 
None pending.  
 
New Business  
Beebe recognized the public input as the next line item to discuss.  He posed a question 
to staff on how best to proceed with comments from the audience. 
 
Staff responded that the input is to be heard tonight but typically wouldn’t be discussed 
by the Board at this meeting. No previous order had been determined, therefore they 
may take turns. 
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First up was Bobbie Flory representing the LHBA. 
  Ms. Flory had made written comment to the Board in October of 2008 regarding the 
same issues she will speak about this evening.  She is concerned by the expansion of 
AFCI’s to all additional areas not currently required by the 2005 NEC  Flory outlined 
some points in the information she had obtained from the NFPA regarding the lack of a 
cost benefit study on the AFCI expansion.  Additional information she had obtained cited 
only 4% of residential fires were caused by fixed wiring.  Costs relayed to her by local 
distributors for the wholesale price of a combination AFCI breaker is approximately $56 
dollars each.  The LHBA is troubled by the increase in costs that this code requirement 
would add to single family housing prices here in Lawrence.  Flory commented that 
nationally the increase would equate to almost 2 billion dollars for a 39 million dollar 
problem.   
 
   One other issue Flory would like to discuss is the tamper resistant receptacles.  She 
would rather not see a blanket approach on where they are installed. The LHBA would 
rather see them installed in areas frequented by children or perhaps some type of height 
restriction on where they are required.  Flory has spoken with a JOCO code official and 
he stated they are delaying adoptions until 2011 to see if these requirements remain.   
 
Lee Queen, Edmondson Construction 
   Mr. Queen began by thanking the Board members for serving; he was a member of 
another board for 7 years and knows the amount of time necessary to serve effectively.  
Queen would also like to talk about AFCI expansion, initially his intent was to comment 
on tamper resistant receptacles, but believes the small cost difference is worth the 
safety.  Queen told of difficulties he has been having with the combination type of 
AFCI’s now required under the 2005 NEC.  He has had to change the AFCI’s out four 
times in a new home; he is experiencing problems keeping these combination breakers 
from nuisance tripping.  In most instances the home has been unoccupied with no loads 
on these circuits. He added that these issues are now just isolated to the bedrooms and 
is worried that when almost the whole house would be connected to these breakers.  He 
doesn’t think they are working properly, they may be too sensitive.  He recommends 
deleting these requirements until such a time they are proven to work correctly.  Queen 
stated several local jurisdictions have opted out these new requirements.  He went on to 
state that for another $1,000 dollars the homebuyer is entitled to $1,000 dollars worth 
of extra protection, currently Queen doesn’t see that.   
 
Beebe asked Queen how he knew that they weren’t working; maybe they are tripping 
because a drywall screw or a siding nail had penetrated the cable.  
 
Queen said there are four AFCI’s in this home and they have all tripped randomly.  
 
Lisher commented that he installed some recently and the alarm clock was setting them 
off.  Once they unplugged the clock, the breakers would reset.  
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Frank Rhodes, Electrical Contractor 
   Rhodes has spent over two hours on the phone with the technical department of a 
breaker manufacturer discussing the issues he has been having.  The technical 
representative stated because of industry standards they had to set the sensitivity very 
low.  The technical representative said the homeowner would have to get familiar with 
their panel and learn how to reset these combination breakers as needed. In a new 
house the homeowner should have breakers that work.  Rhodes has over 50 
combination breakers installed in the field and has had issues with at least 25% of those 
installed.  He has changed them out to a standard AFCI and has no tripping issues.  
 
Lisher added that some manufacturers suggested they don’t put fans on the AFCI 
circuits. 
 
Beebe stated he didn’t think you want homeowners spending “face time” with their 
electrical panels.   
 
Eric Shrock, Electrical Contractor 
   Mr. Shrock hasn’t had tripping issues with the combination AFCI’s, but doesn’t support 
the expansion of them into additional areas of the dwelling.  He thinks additional loads 
encountered in all the other rooms could add to nuisance problems.  Shrock is also 
apprehensive about existing structures when circuits are added and required to be 
brought up to code.  He’s unsure why some rooms are being left out just because they 
may have GFCI protection, such as kitchens, garages, and unfinished basements.  
Shrock spoke about the heat generated by the AFCI and with a possibility of 20 plus 
breakers being of this design when applying the 2008 NEC, what problems this might 
cause.  He doesn’t think it has been completely tested and put through all the tests 
necessary to ensure safe and reliable operation.   
 
Chad Smith, Electrical Contractor 
   Smith stated they have had problems with AFCI’s, such as with laptops and vacuums.  
He said they are not predictable as when or why they may trip.  Smith is bothered with 
the expansion and believes that homeowners will only put up with the nuisance for 
awhile. Once they no longer believe the electrician is credible, they’ll take the matter 
into their own hands.  They will go to the home improvement store and buy a breaker 
that fits and costs the least, it won’t be an AFCI.  He is also concerned with retrofitting 
existing homes and the costs associated with their installation.  Smith is also worried 
about the cost of tamper resistant receptacles.  He has heard of issues of homeowners 
making changes themselves in one local jurisdiction that has already adopted the 2008 
NEC. 
 
Shrock had a question regarding another change with the single receptacle in lieu of 
GFCI protection.  He wondered why the Board chooses to take those items off the GFCI.   
 
Beebe asked for some clarification to fully understand his question.  Beebe was one 
person on the Board that believed this to be a solution to a possible problem.  He 
thought these locations were places where very limited contact would occur.  The 
majority of the reading he has done on GFCI protection, points to the intent of 
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protecting a person while they are using a particular appliance. Beebe doesn’t think 
these areas offer that risk.   
 
Shrock asked if they were being removed because of nuisance tripping.  He presented 
the scenario of a refrigerator being installed in a basement family room, and under the 
2008 NEC it may be on an AFCI, the same nuisance tripping could occur.  
 
Some discussion began about where and where not AFCI protection would extend to 
under the 2008 NEC and when a kitchen isn’t a family room bar area.  One person 
thought the exception by the Board could prevent some problems when a GFCI trips and 
isn’t noticed until a freezer full of meat is spoiled.  
 
Beebe added that many folks don’t carry house keys; they rely on the automatic garage 
door to enter their home.  He has issues with nuisance tripping of both the AFCI’s and 
GFCI’s.   
 
Staff commented that the Board made the amendment to be applicable to unfinished 
areas, although other circumstances will come up, this was the original intent. 
 
Smith brought up some concerns when the AFCI’s are applied to multi-family 
occupancies.  When multiple units start having issues it could be very costly to him 
during the warranty period.  Smith is troubled with what this can do to a company’s 
reputation after repeated trips.   
 
A discussion started about information from other jurisdictions in regards to these 
combination units in whole dwelling use. No one had actual reports from these areas.   
 
Beebe is assured this isn’t the last this issue will be discussed by the Board.  In his 
experience it seems to be following what GFCI’s did in the earlier years.   
 
Rhodes commented that vacuums cause many problems from the commentator to brush 
arcing.  He was told by a breaker manufacturer this would do it every time.  Rhodes 
asked the Board to talk with more electricians regarding this issue than what has shown 
up this evening. Rhodes is very disappointed that this few persons showed an interest to 
come to the meeting.   
 
A general discussion about testing methods used to isolate problems on AFCI protected 
circuits began.  The use of standard VOM (volt-ohm meters) and connecting large 120 
volt loads such as drills have been utilized.  One member didn’t think using anything less 
than a megger (mega-ohm meter) would have decent results.  
 
Shrock asked if a discussion occurred among the Board about existing homes and when 
circuits are added that require AFCI protection.  He also inquired how close the Board to 
adopting the new code is.  
 
Staff added that currently circuits added to bedrooms would require AFCI protection 
under the current code and these would have to be the combination type.  The 
expansion is currently in draft form only along with all these other changes.  The Board 
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typically takes the input from tonight and would discuss that at the next meeting in 
June.  The Board is only allowed to discuss these items at the meeting or with someone 
else that is not a Board member.  If the combination type of AFCI’s are an issue the 
Board would have to recommend an amendment to City Commission for adoption.  It is 
completely within the Board’s authority to do that.  Staff commended the Board on their 
individual research to prepare for each meeting. The 2008 NEC has been a difficult 
review with all the changes.  
 
Beebe said further discussions were pending on the AFCI issue.  He said for him the cost 
issue doesn’t matter, but if they won’t function we need to have more discussion. 
 
Queen commented that Beebe should be concerned with cost.  He said right now the 
Lawrence builders construct the safest houses around.  Queen added we have an 
affordable housing crisis not an affordable housing problem.   
 
Beebe first concern is with the protection afforded to people, but if they don’t function 
that is another issue. 
 
Queen stated we should be putting them in the houses that are burning down, not the 
safest houses in town.   
 
Rod Laing, Rod Laing Construction 
   He stated the approach of a wise person is to see what happens and make decisions 
based on the outcome. Laing equated the AFCI issue to that of new software that has 
many problems when it is first released.  He added that with people losing their homes 
the extra money may be better spent on older homes where these fires are occurring.  
He added in closing that sitting back and waiting would be most prudent. Currently not 
many homes are being constructed; it’s not like were missing out on a big rush. The 
amendment can always be added in at a later time when it is proven the AFCI’s are 
working properly.  Laing had bought an older home when he first moved to town and 
knows the issues with existing homes; it had a fire due to a faulty floor furnace.    
 
Beebe called for any other public input to be placed on the record.  
 
The audience thanked the Board for their time and appreciated them listening.  
 
Adjournment 
Cox made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Beebe; motion passed 
unanimously and the meeting was adjourned at 7:00 pm.  
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 Phil Burke, Secretary 
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City of Lawrence 
Board of Electrical Appeals, Regular Meeting 
June 3rd. 2009 minutes 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT:  Mel Lisher, Tom Cox, Daniel Beebe, Russell Brickell and 

Verlon Myers 
 

MEMBERS ABSENT: 
 

 BJ LaBounty and Tim Kaufman 

   
STAFF PRESENT:  Phil Burke 
 
PUBLIC PRESENT: 

  
Bobbie Flory and Lee Queen 

   
 
The meeting was called to order at 6:01 by Chairman Beebe. 
 
Minutes 
The minutes of the May 6th, 2009 meeting had been provided to all members.  Beebe 
made a motion to accept the minutes, Myers seconded the motion; the 
motion passed unanimously.  
 
Correspondence 
The only letter was one submitted by Ms. Flory on behalf of the Lawrence Home 
Builders Association.  It outlined their concerns on the AFCI issue as well as tamper 
resistant receptacles.  All members present had a chance to read the letter.  
 
Unfinished Business 
None pending.  
 
New Business  
Beebe asked who would like to begin the discussion about the public input received from 
last month’s meeting.  
 
Myers began the discussion and stated he had contacted the Electrical Inspector for the 
City of Wichita to ask his opinion on the arc-fault requirements in the 2008 NEC.  
Wichita has gone with the 2008 NEC, but had kept the 2005 NEC language in regards to 
AFCI protection.  Myers had done some additional research regarding these devices and 
all the things he found pointed to nuisance tripping with the newer combination type 
AFCI’s.   
 
Cox relayed a story about a house they had wired in Junction City using the combination 
AFCI’s and they had nuisance tripping.  The breakers would trip repeatedly and then 
stop; a service call had to be made since the house is under warranty.   
 
Lisher had brought various poke-in type connectors that are being distributed and used 
in the field.  He has heard some AFCI manufacturers warn against the use of stab in or 
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poke in type connections in response to nuisance tripping claims.  He also thinks the 
manufacturers have made a rush to market with this new technology before it was 
completely field tested.   
 
Cox said they have starting taping up terminals on receptacles to try and help the 
nuisance tripping issues.  
 
Beebe stated that during his 10 year tenure as a service electrician he has seen many 
problems with receptacles that have been connected using the stab in connection.  He 
gave an example by saying if an entire bedroom receptacle circuit had been connected 
in this manner and the last receptacle has a large load connected, a small arcing 
condition may be occurring at each of the other receptacles where they are stabbed in.  
He doesn’t think the stab in type connection provides a solid enough connection for the 
newer large amperage loads.  
 
Lisher said the ones that are inserted correctly are usually not a problem. He has seen 
ones done improperly create issues especially those on outside walls where movement 
might be present.  He said they didn’t have any trouble with the first type of AFCI’s.   
 
Beebe asked if Lisher had ever used a GFCI breaker as part of the testing process.  
Beebe has researched the different manufacturers and received input from several on 
how to properly troubleshoot one of these AFCI circuits to help determine why it might 
be tripping for no apparent reason.  The GFCI eliminates as to whether or not the 
breaker might be sensing an arc fault or a ground fault.  
 
Cox said with local homes monitoring a breaker may be possible, but they have 
expanded their territory due to work shortages.  He thinks an actual problem should be 
more consistent in tripping, not this random type activity.   
 
Myers said accepting the 2008 NEC as written would be subjecting the new homeowner 
with problems from the start.  He is concerned about nuisance tripping and someone 
taking out the AFCI’s and installing another standard breaker in its place.  He has seen 
in over 23 years in business where manufacturers use the market place as a test lab for 
their new products.  He is all for safety, but it may be too soon for this type of AFCI.   
 
Beebe responded that a lot of problems can be attributed to workmanship.  The device 
should be providing protection and not creating a nuisance.  The situation where 
homeowners start changing these breakers out because of this nuisance could create 
many more issues than would be solved by the AFCI expansion.   
 
Myers added that anyone with an electrical license should do the right thing and replace 
an AFCI with another AFCI and not counter what the code says.  He still thinks the 
homeowner after repeated problems will find someone to change out the breaker to 
some other type that won’t trip repeatedly.  
 
Beebe presented the scenario that it could have been tripping due to an arc and it was 
never found, and the breaker change could result in a fire.   
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Myers asked how many of the newer homes built in the last 20 years have burned 
because and an electrical arcing problem, or from an electrical problem. 
 
Brickell responded that the fire data is not tracked in a way to show how many were 
caused by an electrical arc.  He commented that one of the more recent fires was of an 
electrical nature, but its origin was in the service equipment. 
 
Cox added that someone can intentionally plug in a dangerous appliance and it starts 
and fire and the records show that as an electrical fire. 
 
Brickell commented that this is one problem with how fires are tracked and why the 
specific data to support the AFCI expansion isn’t available locally.   
 
Beebe asked if you had to be licensed to change out a device.   
 
Staff stated that to do electrical work a person must be licensed; some types of work 
don’t require permits, like the task Beebe mentioned.  Owner occupants are allowed to 
take out a permit to do electrical work in their own home.  Some items considered as 
maintenance may be exempt from having licensed persons perform the work.  
 
Myers mentioned the ads in the local paper where handymen advertise electrical work. 
 
Cox asked Myers what Wichita did about the tamper resistant receptacles. 
 
Myers said they had left the requirement for tamper resistant receptacles in the code. 
 
Myers made a motion to stay with the requirement for AFCI’s that is currently 
in the 2005 NEC for another three year cycle and see how it plays out. Lisher 
seconded the motion.    
 
Cox added that he would like to see the requirement for combination type AFCI’s also be 
changed.   
 
A short discussion ensued regarding whether or not the original branch feeder type 
AFCI’s will still be available.  Members stated that local supply houses will ask you which 
type you want when AFCI’s are requested. Clarification had been sought on this issue 
but no responses had been received by meeting time.  
 
Beebe commented that he talked to a number of people and asked them about AFCI’s 
and most of them pointed to one manufacturer.  Many of those switched to another 
brand and they eliminated their problems.  He also questioned the big three 
manufacturers of breakers and asked them for information.  Two of the three responded 
fully, but the one manufacturer that has had problems locally basically ignored the 
request. 
 
Myers related that during his training trips around Kansas for continuing education he 
often hears complaints about AFCI’s and the nuisance problem.  
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Cox is troubled by some breaker manufacturers suggesting the “face time” with the 
electrical panel for homeowners.  He said the type of customer you want is the one 
when you return three years later and they don’t know where the panel even is.  I don’t 
want to suggest to someone that just spent $350,000 on a house that they need to 
come to the panel and I’ll show them how to reset these AFCI breakers, because they 
are going to trip for no apparent reason.   
 
Myers made a motion to accept the wording in the 2005 NEC and have it 
include the branch-feeder or series one type AFCI breaker.   
 
A second discussion ensued around the topic of whether or not the series one or branch 
feeder as they are called will be available for very long.  A provision in the 2005 NEC 
took effect on January 1, 2008 to require the combination or series two to be installed.  
It is apparent more information on the intent of the manufacturers will have to be 
looked into. A nationwide chart indicates the majority of States are using the 2008 NEC, 
so the demand for older style breakers should be limited at best.  
 
Brickell questioned with all these problems how did they get into the code in the first 
place. His understanding is that the code panels are made up of a diversified group of 
professionals and one would assume they would have known about these issues. Brickell 
reiterated that this is the minimum standard they all could agree on.  
 
Cox stated if Brickell had heard all the comments from the audience last week it may 
have made an impression.  The people that expressed their concerns were those that 
deal with these issues in the field every day.   
 
Myers commented that the code panels are subject to lobbying by many different 
factions.   
 
Beebe questioned about the motion. 
 
Staff attempted to answer the proposed question; the first motion made by Myers and 
seconded by Lisher was to amend the 2008 to reflect the requirements in the 2005 NEC 
in respect to AFCI’s. The second motion did not receive a second and was technically 
out of order.  The motion with the second needs to be voted upon.  
 
Myers asked if he could amend his first motion. 
 
Brickell stated since it was his motion and not yet voted on he could amend it or 
withdraw the motion.   
 
Myers would like to amend his first motion to include the series or branch 
feeder type breaker. The amending was seconded by Cox; the motion passed 
three to two.   
 
Staff commented that it would depend on whether or not the older style will be 
available.  The 2008 NEC language is what would be amended, 
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Queen asked for a clarification on what this amendment would mean.   
 
The respondent stated the bedroom outlets would be required to be AFCI protected as 
they currently are.  The issue of the availability of the older style AFCI breakers will have 
to be researched prior to the final draft.  
 
Cox doesn’t think the tamper resistant receptacle is worth the problem since the price 
currently is rather low.  He doesn’t exactly believe in the requirement, but doesn’t want 
to see it implemented on just a couple rooms.  He would find that too difficult to keep 
track of where they go. 
 
Beebe didn’t like the blanket approach.  He thought those were the only two issues from 
the public input.   
 
Adjournment 
Cox made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Beebe; motion passed 
unanimously and the meeting was adjourned at 7:00 pm.  
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 Phil Burke, Secretary 
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City of Lawrence 
Board of Electrical Appeals, Regular Meeting 
April 11th, 2012 minutes 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT:  Mel Lisher, Mark Herr, Verlon Myers, Kyle Windisch, Eric 

Hethcoat, and Chris King 
 

MEMBERS ABSENT: 
 

        none 

   
STAFF PRESENT:  Phil Burke 
 
PUBLIC PRESENT: 

  
None 

   

 
 
Minutes 
Meeting was brought to order at 6:03 pm, by Myers.   A motion was made to retain 
last year’s Chairman and Co-Chairman, Verlon Myers and Chris King 
respectively.  Herr seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.  
Minutes from the January 4th, 2012 meeting had been provided to all members.  Herr 
made a motion to accept the minutes, Lisher seconded the motion; the 
motion passed unanimously.  
 
Correspondence    
The only letters received were those appointing Windisch to the Board and one thanking 
Daniel Beebe for his service.  
 
Unfinished Business  
The pool question from last meeting in regards to corrections made to a pool installation 
following an appeal was discussed.  Staff has made contact with the homeowner and 
she has had the corrections made and will contact the office for inspection when the 
pool company is scheduled to open the pool this spring.  
 
Staff let the group know about the upcoming KOMA training next week, each member 
received an announcement. Attendance is highly encouraged for next week, if not you 
could attend on the alternate date.   
 
New Business  
Mark Herr announced that the Army is relocating him to Sioux City Iowa and he will 
need to resign his post.  He continued that he has enjoyed his limited time on the Board 
and wishes us continued success with our review.  
 
Staff distributed the 2011 NEC’s and the analysis to all members.  
A discussion ensued about how to approach the review and how to breakdown the 
review process.   
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Staff had provided an outline of the current amendments and where they stand in 
relationship to the 2011 NEC.  In the past this type of document has helped with our 
amendment part of the review.  On occasion a new Code ruling will overtake one of our 
amendments and allow us to shorten up our City Code. 
  
Staff mentioned that he and King have been discussing some issues with our fire pump 
amendment and how it doesn’t mirror the Fire Code.  The amendment hasn’t seen 
enforcement as written and basically contradicts the design of a fire pump type 
protection system. It may be a situation where time has caused it to be outdated and 
the effort was just not taken to research it thoroughly.   King didn’t see the line of 
thinking in not allowing it to be separate.  King also mentioned that some pumps are 
also required to be provided with a back-up, but that is somewhat a gray area. Some 
language in the NFPA speaks to the reliability of the source and how many interruptions 
the building supply may see in a certain period of time. Hethcoat said the majority of the 
generators for these buildings just cover the life safety aspects and without 
requirements for doing more that is how most of them are sized.  Myers questioned King 
on what type of buildings require fire pumps.  King discussed the need in large 
structures to maintain pressure and flow at the sprinkler heads and how that is achieved 
through a pump system.  Hethcoat outlined an example of a multi-story building and 
how the pressure loss per floor is calculated and how that can be further affected by 
head design and quantity.  Lisher asked about what size of motors we would be seeing 
in these applications.  Hethcoat said a recent design of his required a 25 horsepower 
motor.  Windisch added that other loads shouldn’t be a concern as long as the fire pump 
is operational.  King was going to discuss the topic further with his department chiefs 
and would bring some directive back on their wishes.  Staff thought the requirement 
may have pre-dated some of the currently required testing and alarm functions of these 
systems and their electrical supplies.    
 
The review began with the amendments;  
 
Language has been received by Westar that they would like to have inserted into 90.2 
(B) (5) (d) on their behalf.  Members didn’t see how that changed something that isn’t 
covered under the Code anyway, but don’t see a problem in doing so.  
 
100 is just amended to reflect the definition for story and basement are taken from the 
currently adopted IBC. 
 
 110 is un-amended 
 
210.8  (A)(B)(C)  GFCI protection is amended to allow a single receptacle for sump 
pumps, refrigerators/freezers, and garage door openers in those garage and basement 
areas. Previous reviewers didn’t like the idea of having a sump pump on a gfci and 
nuisance trip prior to a rain event.  No one wanted the homeowner with soggy carpet 
coming before the Board requesting a change. A slight change in wording in the 2011 
may cause one of our amendments in this area to go away.  The one in question would 
be for hotels and motels to place the GFCI in each individual room, not share protection 
with another remote GFCI receptacle. The majority of members couldn’t believe 
someone would try that to begin with, but minimums are often surprising. The 
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consensus was that another room would not be considered readily accessible and that 
should allow us to eliminate the hotel/motel amendment. 
Herr suggested that we vote on each individual amendment.   
Hethcoat made a motion to retain the single receptacle as currently amended 
into the new Code and strike the current amendment relating to the hotel and 
motel GFCI placement.  The motion was seconded by Lisher and passed 
unanimously.  
 
210.12 Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection.  Some discussion ensued regarding why 
the increase in areas from the previous Codes.  Myers mentioned that he still hears 
complaints during his classes held across Kansas.  Lisher was of the opinion that they 
were just spending people’s money and the reliability doesn’t justify the additional cost. 
Myers had heard that some of the data submitted to the NEC was skewed and didn’t 
present a clear picture of where these fires were occurring and what type of electrical 
system they had. King added that many fires are caused by cooking and faulty 
appliances. Windisch asked if the only reason for not doing the whole house was cost.  
Several responded that they were more concerned with nuisance tripping.  Lisher and 
Heathcoat both added the manufacturers can’t tell them what causes the nuisance 
tripping.  Windisch questioned that if it doesn’t work as it should why do we even install 
them in the bedroom.  It’s unfortunate that they won’t work on most of the older 
systems where they are probably needed the most.  Herr made a motion to retain 
the current amendment in providing arc-fault protection to bedrooms only 
and that it can be provided by either type of listed and labeled arc-fault 
devices. The motion was seconded by Lisher and passed unanimously.  
 
 
Adjournment 
Lisher made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Herr; motion passed 
unanimously and the meeting was adjourned at 7:24 pm.  
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 Phil Burke, Secretary 
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City of Lawrence, KS 
Electrical Board of Appeals 
April 30, 2015 Minutes (Development Services Conference Room) 
 
BOARD MEMBERS 
PRESENT: 

 Verlon Myers, Alben Stilley, Eric Hethcoat 
Bob Heacock, Mel Lisher 
 

   
MEMBERS ABSENT:  Chris King 
   
STAFF PRESENT:  Ex-Officio Adrian Jones 
   
PUBLIC PRESENT:  Bobbie Flory Lawrence Home Builders Association.  

 
 
1.  Call to Order 
 
Chairman Hethcoat called the meeting to order 4:14 p.m. 
 
2.  Approval of Minutes 
 
Myers moved to approve the Electrical Board of Appeals minutes of February 
26, 2014.  The motion was seconded by Hethcoat.  Motion passed 5-0. 
 
3. Review of 2014 National Electrical Code 
 
Jones discussed code amendments. He stated that believes that when the when the 
board recommends any amendments to the code there should be good solid evidence 
set forth that provides sound reasoning for any such amendments. This is so that if the 
Board would ever have to explain or defend any amendment it could show good reason.  
 
Hethcoat asked how the board would provide that reasoning.  
 
Jones replied though board discussion, reports and documentation presented during 
board meetings. Jones said that to simply say they didn’t like a provision of the code 
was not be sound reasoning. Changes should be backed by evidence or empirical data 
of some kind.  
 
Myers addressed article 210.12 Arc Fault Circuit-Interrupter protection. He proposed to 
leave it the same as in the current code. Protection of bedroom circuits only. He said he 
felt the National Electrical Code making panel had overstepped their bounds. There was 
too much evidence out there that indicated arc fault devices didn’t work properly. He 
submitted an email from Tom Kirkham the building official from the City of Wichita 
which provided reasoning as to why they elected to restrict arc fault protection to 
bedrooms only and not expand to the rest of the dwelling.  
 
Hethcoat asked if the 2014 NEC extended arc fault protection to the kitchen and laundry 
areas.   



 
Stilley replied the 2014 NEC extended arc-fault protection extended to the entire 
dwelling and all common areas.  
 
Hethcoat said he agreed with Myers.   
 
Lisher said that he hears quite often that arc faults would have prevented fires. He said 
arc faults would not trip where electricians have crammed so much wire in a box that 
when the cables are pulled it strips off the insulation. He said an arc-fault would not 
have tripped in those instances.  
 
Hethcoat added it may not have trip.  
 
Myers said the manufacturers are using two demonstrations to prove the effectiveness 
of arc fault devices. In one demonstration they show where the non-metallic sheathed 
cable is pinched by staples. If this board is serious about safety then tell the electricians 
they have to find another way to secure cable.  
 
Lisher said that so much of what’s happening with arc fault tripping has to do with the 
installation. Installation methods are so much better today than in past practices.  He 
believes many accidents happen with box fill problems.  
 
Stilley said he is not a fan of arc-faults but asked if the Board was going to get into any 
issues with home inspectors. Inspectors are making electrician repair items that were 
legal ten years ago.  
 
Myers said that when he gets into situation with a home inspector he provides evidence 
if necessary to show the home was built to code at the time of construction. He said 
travels all over the State of Kansas and hears the stories from electricians regarding the 
challenges they are having with arc-faults. Based on the research he’s conducted and  
the email from the building official in the City of Wichita limiting the arc faults to the 
bedrooms he thinks it would be a wise decision to limit protection to the bedrooms only. 
He said he would also recommend removing the smoke detectors from arc-fault 
protection. He noted that under the NFPA definition residential smoke detectors were 
not a life safety system. 
 
Hethcoat said that because residential smoke detectors were not a monitored system by 
definition they were not considered a life safety system. He added that he thought 
smoke detectors were acting as a life safety system.  
 
Myers said that article 760 prohibits a fire alarm or security system on an arc-fault or 
GFCI protected circuit.   
 
Myers moved to carry the current amendment forward limiting the arc-fault 
protection to bedrooms only with the exception of smoke detectors.  The 
motion was seconded by Hethcoat.  Motion passed 5-0.  
 



Lisher addressed article 210.52 G (1) dwelling unit receptacle locations. He said that he 
saw a problem with not allowing an outside receptacle to be on the garage circuit. The 
2014 NEC prohibited any other outlets outside of the garage to be on garage circuits.  
 
Hethcoat said the code change was to recognize the possibility of electric vehicle 
charging.  It’s based on the loading of the electric vehicle outlet.  
 
Stilley said electric vehicles would require a separate 20 or 30 amp circuit.  
 
Jones noted the code did not prohibit running a separate circuit for vehicle charging.  
 
Hethcoat said he thought the provision was trying to eliminate the outdoor receptacle 
right outside of the garage from being used to charge vehicles by using an extension 
cord. The code is trying to leave the capacity in the garage to the items in the garage 
and anything outside of the garage needs to have additional capacity.   
 
Myers said he had an issue with having a convenience outlet required in front of the 
dwelling then having to run an extension cord from outlets in the garage.  
 
The board amended the Article 210.52 G(1) to remove the requirement that restricted 
garage circuits supplying outlets only in the garage.  
 
The Board discussed Article 220.12. Lighting loads for specified occupancies 
 
Hethcoat noted where the jurisdiction had adopted an energy code the designer would 
have to comply with the more restrictive use of the lighting load of the energy code.  
 
Myers said in order to comply with the energy code the all of the exceptions in the 
article would have to be met including the installation of a power monitoring system 
with an alarm.   
 
Hethcoat said that every owner he has ever worked with would not be interested in 
getting an alarm if his lighting values exceeded code requirements.  
 
Myers asked Hethcoat how many power monitoring systems he has designed.  
 
Hethcoat replied none.  
 
The Board amended article 220.12 to eliminate the requirement for power monitoring 
systems tied to energy code requirements.  
 
Adjournment 
 
Myers moved to adjourn the April 30th, 2015 meeting of the Electrical Code 
Board of Appeals.  The motion was seconded by Lisher.  Motion passed 5-0. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m. 
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